**Bid Bulletin (1)**

Date: 17 March 2022

Title: Supply and Delivery of Fishing net and Crab trap (Reference: 2022/UNDP-MMR/PN/009)

Dear Sir/ Madams,

With reference to the above Request for Proposal, Technical Specifications of Lot 2: Fishing Net (Type 2/Kun, traditional net) is revised in color highlight as below and the closing date of submission has been extended until **4 April 2022**.

**Fishing net** (type-2/Kun, traditional net)
- **Length** - 8.3 meter instead of Length - 18 mm
- **Deep** - 3 meter instead of Deep - 3 mm
- **Nylon Mesh** - 20 mm, no. 45 instead of Nylon Mesh - 3/4
- **Color** - brown or white

Including other **3 accessories** instead of 4 accessories ready for to use as per list below,

1. Lead chunks (readymade) - 1.50 viss
2. Plastic rope (3mm x 70 yards) - 1 rope
3. Hand string (4mm x 20 feet) - 1 rope

Instead of
1. Cork chunks - 50 pcs
2. Lead chunks (readymade) - 1.50 viss
3. Plastic rope (3mm x 70 yards) - 1 rope
4. Hand string (4mm x 20 feet) - 1 rope
Sample Photo of accessories Lot #1

- other accessories ready for to use as per list below,

  1. Cork chunks - 50 pcs
  2. Lead chunks (ready made) - 0.70 viss
  3. Plastic rope (5mm x 70 m) - 1 rope

Viss is a Burmese unit of measure for weight, approximately 163293 kilograms (36 pounds) while kilo is (l), short form of kilogram (unit of mass equal to 1000 grams). Rope is nylon rope (please see the sample photo).

Sample Photo of accessories Lot #2

Including other accessories ready for to use as per list below,

1. Lead chunks (readymade) - 1.50 viss
2. Plastic rope (3mm x 70 yards) - 1 rope
3. Hand string (4mm x 20 feet) - 1 rope

Figure 2: Sample photo of accessories for fishing net, type-2.
Sample Photo of accessories Lot #3

- Including other accessories ready for to use as per list below,

  1. Cork chunks - 50 pcs
  2. Lead chunks (ready made) - 0.70 viss
  3. Plastic rope (5mm x 70 m) - 1 rope

Regarding with the 0.70 viss lead chunks-

Viss is a Burmese unit of measure for weight, approximately 163293 kilograms (36 pounds) while kilo is (k), short form of kilogram (unit of mass equal to 1000 grams).

Rope is nylon rope (please see the sample photo).

Please submit your completed complete proposal and requested attachments to:

United Nations Development Programme
6, Nat Mauk Street, Bahan Township, Yangon, Myanmar
https://etendering.partneragencies.org
BU Code: MMR10, Event ID number: 202209

Yours Sincerely,

Adnan Cheema
Deputy Resident Representative, UNDP Myanmar